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Introduction: The Postwar Desire 
for Renewal

AT NO OTHER TIME in the history of the German-speaking world have the 

public roles of teacher and writer, the official realms of education and 

literature, been more inextricably and more explicitly interlinked than dur-

ing the forty-year history of the German Democratic Republic (GDR). In 

particular, the first two decades of the country’s existence constituted, in 

the words of Hannes Krauss, an “einzigartige[r] literaturpädagogische[r] 

Großversuch.”1 Leading cultural politicians—many, like Johannes R. 

Becher, Anna Seghers, and Willi Bredel, well-established writers returning 

from exile—publicly, positively, and, it seemed, wholeheartedly promoted 

the integration of literary form, content, and message in their common 

educational and cultural mission to help the German population in 1945 

understand the wrongs of the Nazi past and commit to a democratic and 

peaceful future for Germany in Europe.

Any interpretation of this immediate postwar period as a “Stunde 

Null,” a problematic concept explored more fully by Stephen Brock-

mann,2 was officially rejected from the outset by the Soviet Occupa-

tion Zone (Sowjetische Besatzungszone, or SBZ), from which the GDR 

emerged in 1949. Instead, in the early years, writers, artists, educational-

ists, and politicians actively pursued a common strategy of positive atone-

ment, encouraging an active acknowledgment of past mistakes while 

fostering a sense of continuity between Germany’s pre-Nazi past and the 

new state’s future. The first aim was to establish a cultural legitimacy for 

the new state by proving it capable of recovering and upholding Ger-

many’s cultural heritage. The second was to integrate cultural and educa-

tional policy into broader political agendas, thus tying writers and artists 

into the overall democratic—and later socialist—cause. The third was to 

promote the development of a national utopia capable of sustaining cit-

izens through the hardships of the postwar years. This positive shared 

approach contrasted sharply with developments in the Federal Republic, 

where, as Brockmann highlights, “writers like Langgässer, Benn, Böll, 

and Koeppen tended to take a sceptical, critical, and even hostile attitude 

towards West German rebuilding and explicitly saw themselves as outsid-

ers and nonconformists.”3

Producing challenging literature was not, however, the preserve of 

the West. It was inevitable that East German writers would also engage 
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2 INTRODUCTION

critically with their own pedagogical and artistic role in the implemen-

tation of cultural policies that largely prioritized the thematic treatment 

of emerging socialist citizens within “the better Germany” and sought 

to impose constraints on writers’ selection of form and style to achieve 

that ideological end. In fact, from the very beginning, transformation and 

education emerged as central tropes not only within individual literary 

texts but also within the cultural practices that shaped the forty-year his-

tory of GDR literature. This latter aspect in particular has received less 

attention from critics; the current volume, therefore, revisits some already 

well-researched debates—around policy development, censorship mea-

sures, and the continuous interaction between politicians, writers, and 

their readership—to foreground how these are often framed in strongly 

pedagogical terms, employing school and teacher–pupil paradigms.

At the heart of the postwar interplay between education and literature 

lies an ideological belief in “Wandlung,” the capacity for human transfor-

mation described by Odile Jansen as “ein Prozess geistiger Erneuerung 

des Subjekts in intensiver Auseinandersetzung mit der Vergangenheit.”4 

A term often restricted in alternative paradigms to a dramatic Damascene 

conversion, such transformation is, in Marxist thinking, to be achieved 

through political enlightenment, example, and education. In postwar 

Germany, however, the concept was never purely the preserve of those in 

the SBZ, nor the political left, as evidenced by the Heidelberg journal Die 

Wandlung, launched in November 1945 with the aim of encouraging, 

in Monika Waldmüller’s words, “die innere Neubildung” among readers 

West and East.5 Despite being for Brockmann “one of the most influen-

tial journals of the immediate postwar period,”6 Die Wandlung folded in 

autumn 1949, falling victim perhaps to the increasing unease Wilfried van 

der Will detects among writers in the Western zones toward the ideologi-

cal basis of the reeducation processes promoted by the Allies.7

Although Wolfgang Emmerich registers “eine[n] Damaskus-ähn-

lichen Akt der Umkehr” in writers of the SBZ and the GDR toward what 

he terms the founding myth of antifascism,8 the fundamental reshaping 

of subjective consciousness inherent in “Wandlung” proved more elusive 

for many in reality. As early as 1919, Vladimir Il’ich Lenin had cautioned 

that the act of changing societal structures was not in itself sufficient to 

guarantee human transformation.9 Undaunted, GDR cultural politicians 

and writers continued well into the 1960s to portray “den neuen Men-

schen,” the embodiment of publicly declared societal goals and values, as 

fulfilling his (and now her) full potential within the favored locale of the 

fundamentally restructured rural or urban workplace, as Katrin Löffler’s 

2013 essay collection illustrates.10 In contrast, sites and representatives 

of formal education—the school, the experienced teacher or lecturer—

were initially treated with suspicion as remnants of a rejected ideological 

past, before gradually—if sporadically—emerging as emblems of the new 
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 INTRODUCTION 3

educational system embodying new pedagogical ideals. Likewise, private 

domains—individual space, the family home or personal retreat—played 

no more than a supporting role in guiding characters through their pro-

cess of transformation during this early period. Only from the late 1960s 

onward did these more private realms gain in importance, albeit primarily 

as alternative spaces where characters might engage more critically with 

the increasingly problematic contrast between ideological belief and soci-

etal practice. A congruent shift in narrative structure by many writers—

from the ideologically preferred omniscient narrator to the “subjectively 

authentic” exploration of personal experience in all its complexities—ren-

dered the utopian concept of “Wandlung” practically meaningless. As 

Jens Priwitzer argues, “das bislang gültige Narrativ der ‘Wandlung,’ das 

eine Verbindung zwischen Vergangenheit und Gegenwart bei gleichzei-

tiger Trennung hergestellt hätte, findet in der Pluralität der Erinnerungen 

keine empirische Basis mehr.”11

This volume explores how, throughout the lifetime of the GDR, 

political, cultural, and educational authorities oscillated between concepts 

of transformation (“Wandlung”) and education (constituting both “Bil-

dung,” the complex classical development of moral and aesthetic values, 

and “Erziehung,” understood primarily within the GDR as education 

toward citizenship) to describe the goals and policies of their efforts to 

establish a socialist German state. As Katrin Max suggests, the temporal 

distance now afforded researchers since the collapse of the GDR in 1989 

makes possible a critical distance facilitating new approaches to the coun-

try’s literature.12 This repositioning is further supported by the increased 

availability of archival material on GDR educational and cultural policy 

since 1990. This volume, therefore, consciously revisits both canonical 

and lesser-known GDR texts with a particular eye to formal educational 

experiences. Driven by necessities of space in a broad field, my main focus 

lies on prose writings, which Brockmann argues enjoyed a particularly 

privileged position at the time, not just within Eastern-bloc socialist cul-

ture striving to develop “the socialist epic.”13 That said, some attention is 

given to other genres, such as film, drama, and poetry, and indeed some 

of the works discussed were adapted for cinema (including Der geteilte 

Himmel and Franziska Linkerhand, filmed as Unser kurzes Leben) or 

stage (Die Aula), or were even produced in multiple forms (Die neuen 

Leiden des jungen W.). Despite this intriguing blurring of genre lines, my 

emphasis on prose writings has the bonus of facilitating a fruitful study of 

the influence of prevailing pedagogical models on text-internal and text-

external narrative relationships. The changing focus of these relationships, 

and what this reveals about changing attitudes toward official cultural and 

educational policy as manifested in individual literary works across the 

decades, is discussed in each chapter using a well-established heuristic in 

innovative ways. This analytical framework theoretically conceived, and 
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4 INTRODUCTION

diagrammatically represented, in terms of narrative and cultural-policy tri-

angles helps uncover and illustrate more vividly the complexity of the ped-

agogical beliefs underpinning the relationships portrayed. Furthermore, 

it casts an analytical spotlight on a range of educational processes and 

relationships portrayed within the literature and evident in cultural and 

political activity. Such an approach is especially valuable in revealing the 

complexity and variety of both protégé(e) and mentor figures and coun-

tering the all-too-common blanket listing of apparently stable, generic 

types (for example, experienced worker, Soviet officer, or Party activist). 

Developing a more systematic picture of how such figures have been pre-

sented, exploited, adopted, or rejected by writers across the decades will 

provide the basis for a more nuanced and in-depth discussion of transfor-

mational and educational processes both here and in future research on 

narrative literature.

The priority accorded by previous critical studies to noninstitutional 

educational contexts (such as the workplace) and political and man-

ual-worker mentor figures has frequently overshadowed any in-depth 

analysis of the literary depiction of institutional educational settings, 

representatives of the teaching profession, and the integration of differ-

entiated teacher–pupil models into the more broadly recognized men-

tor–protegé(e) paradigm.14 Yet GDR literature is rich with novels where 

formal (institutional) and informal (noninstitutional) education processes 

complement or challenge one another, where teachers play central roles as 

positive or negative mentors, and where schoolday experiences are shown 

to have long-term positive or negative impacts on the development of 

individual characters in all spheres of their lives. The approach adopted 

in this volume not only informs our understanding of representations of 

general class teachers but also reveals the extent to which writers exploit 

an increasingly differentiated portrayal of teachers from specific disci-

plines to reflect and challenge the priorities of educational and cultural 

politicians.

The tropes of transformation and education can be traced across 

three interwoven domains: representation, narrative form, and literary 

and cultural practice. Analyzing more closely, for example, the depiction 

of sites and representatives of institutional education reveals how broader 

transformational and educational aspirations expressed in policy state-

ments and often publicly promoted by writers themselves are supported 

or thwarted, upheld or critiqued by literary portrayals of educational 

practice. The processes of transformation and education inform the nar-

rative structure of much GDR prose writing. Educational metaphors are 

also employed repeatedly to help frame arguments for reform within edu-

cational and cultural politics and to depict interactions between different 

actors within the process of literary production. The volume ultimately 

questions the extent to which the GDR’s much vaunted educational 
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 INTRODUCTION 5

ideals proved capable of generating a robust new teacher-pupil metaphor 

that could reframe broader cultural-political discussions and inform the 

treatment within GDR literature of themes well beyond education.

Constructing a Legitimate 
Educational and Cultural Tradition

The political challenge of reinforcing the legitimacy of the new state by 

building on a recognizable Kulturelles Erbe, which might form the basis 

of a new literary and educational landscape, involved not just the iden-

tification and appropriate interpretation of positive cultural roots but 

also the rejection of those that ran counter to postwar aspirations. The 

carefully managed reception, for example, of eighteenth-century Weimar 

Classicism, not least through its increasingly central positioning in the 

school curriculum,15 facilitated a fusion of the ideals of classical education 

and literature and provided in the classical Bildungsroman a narrative and 

structural template of personal development sufficiently robust for writ-

ers through the decades to follow, modify, or reject. Such an approach 

also helped GDR cultural politicians bypass subsequent, not least twenti-

eth-century, literary movements that were deemed inappropriate spring-

boards, either aesthetically or ideologically, for the proposed new national 

literature. As we shall see, this inevitably led to tensions, as internationally 

established writers like Anna Seghers and Bertolt Brecht—whose work 

shaped, and was shaped by, literary traditions beyond national bound-

aries—demonstrated that commitment to political ideas and critical 

approaches could take forms other than those laid down by the SED. In 

so doing, they sustained, as critics like Marike Janzen, Stephen Parker, 

and Stephen Brockmann have individually argued, an alternative, equally 

committed socialist literary tradition, which offered later writers a win-

dow to the outside world and a critical, creative space beyond the limita-

tions of socialist realism and the political borders of the GDR.16

Eighteenth-Century Educational and Literary Roots

In Wilhelm von Humboldt’s elaboration of “Bildung” and “Erziehung” 

as two ideally complementary, but potentially conflicting, concepts of 

education, the eighteenth century also offered pedagogical models upon 

which the GDR authorities could draw. The Humboldtian understanding 

of “Bildung” as the basic tenet of universal education within any civi-

lized and moral society provided a widely respected German educational 

heritage that the GDR could combine productively with Soviet peda-

gogical models. In parallel, however, Humboldt recognized that formal 

education in particular, being informed by the ideology of the prevail-

ing governing power, played a major role as “Erziehung” in shaping the 
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6 INTRODUCTION

individual in the spirit of establishment thinking.17 Humboldt’s prescient 

warnings against privileging Erziehung over Bildung, and of the damage 

caused “wenn der Mensch dem Bürger geopfert wird,”18 were, however, 

repeatedly ignored by later state authorities, not least in the GDR. As we 

shall see, strong traces of this Humboldtian tradition can be seen within 

the works discussed in this volume, and the growing tensions between 

Bildung and Erziehung form the basis of much of their educational and 

societal critique.

The last decade of the eighteenth century also saw the publication of 

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe’s Wilhelm Meisters Lehrjahre (1795–96), a 

work central to the GDR’s cultural historiography. By 1820, in his efforts 

to encapsulate the sense and pattern not only of Goethe’s work but also 

of other explorations of the form, Karl Morgenstern had formulated a 

general definition of the Bildungsroman that portrayed “des Helden 

Bildung in ihrem Anfang und Fortgang bis zu einer gewissen Stufe der 

Voll endung.”19 Fifty years later, philosopher Wilhelm Dilthey revived the 

label, delineating the genre more clearly and cementing Goethe’s work 

as its archetype in his declaration of “die Schule des Wilhelm Meister.”20 

The world of the Bildungsroman’s protagonist, and indeed of its reader-

ship, was one firmly limited by circumstance, wealth, social standing, and 

gender. Regardless of their setting, the novels typically depicted young, 

male protagonists, free to set out into the world, where, in addition to 

facing conflict and strife, they encountered a range of suitable mentor fig-

ures to help them along their seemingly inevitable path toward personal 

development and fulfillment.21

For literary critics, including Tobias Boes and Liisa Saariluoma, the term 

“Bildungsroman” has become increasingly problematic, as the genre has been 

pulled in varying directions across different cultures and languages.22 Such 

terminological concern is, however, largely overshadowed here by three con-

siderations of far greater import. Firstly, how GDR cultural politicians appro-

priated the heritage of the classical Bildungsroman in search of a national 

genre they could call their own. Secondly, how—in a process David Bathrick 

terms a “rewriting of some master code from within the code itself”23—this 

sanctioned genre was later adapted by individual writers to engage in a con-

scious critique of educational, cultural, and societal developments within the 

GDR. Finally, how the form’s inherent mentor-protegé(e) constellation pro-

vides a valuable heuristic both to explore changing patterns across individual 

works and to throw light on deep-rooted ideological stances within cultural 

policy formation and literary production.

Education and the School Novel in the Early Twentieth Century

Not all educational and literary predecessors were as enthusiastically 

adopted by the new state as the classical traditions of the eighteenth 
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 INTRODUCTION 7

century. In the same period Dilthey was establishing norms for the Bil-

dungsroman, wide-ranging school reforms began. These were largely 

driven by the Reformpädagogik movement, which placed the child at the 

center of the learning process, emphasized the unfettered development 

of that child through exploration and play, and adopted the title of Ellen 

Key’s work Das Jahrhundert des Kindes (1900), as its rallying-call for the 

twentieth century. The belief that new educational approaches could fun-

damentally change both the individual and society found resonance amid 

growing critique, on the intellectual left at least, of the expansionist poli-

cies of both the German and Austro-Hungarian empires. The German 

states had successfully raised literacy levels and a sense of loyal citizenship 

through widespread elementary education, but the broader education 

system after 1871, with its strong Prussian military focus on order and 

discipline, remained marked by an illusory diversity where advancement 

was based on wealth and status rather than merit.24 Although, as Klaus 

Johann suggests, some pupils may have benefited from institutions offer-

ing both an education they could otherwise ill afford and the promise 

of future professional security,25 for Andrew Donson this education sys-

tem was “arguably the key feature in imperial Germany that reinforced a 

patriarchal society, blocked social mobility, and maintained the power of 

the aristocracy and the middle class.”26 Only the later societal upheaval 

of the First World War truly opened up opportunities for new pedagogi-

cal approaches that became more established within the Weimar Repub-

lic.27 Karl-Heinz Günther’s catalog of various streams of Reform thought 

both illustrates the diversity of interpretations to emerge and reveals the 

potential political weakness of the movement’s very lack of cohesion.28 

Nonetheless, its proponents played an important role in shaping educa-

tional thinking in early twentieth-century Germany and, as Ulrich Herr-

mann demonstrates, the provenance of concepts like “der neue Mensch” 

(so central to GDR educational and cultural discourse) can also be traced 

back to the Reform Movement.29

The pedagogical debate in the early decades of the twentieth century 

was driven in part by a wave of writing that focused critical attention on 

the role of the formal education system in supporting the development 

of an unquestioning, militaristic, and conformist youth.30 Frequently 

drawing on the authors’ own school experiences, many of the works are 

set in the microcosm of the Internat, a term raising more ominous con-

notations of confinement than the English “boarding schools.” In the 

most extreme cases, pupils are psychologically, physically, emotionally, 

and sexually abused. Robert Musil’s 1906 work, Die Verwirrungen des 

Zöglings Törleß, for example, explores how the systematic bullying of the 

young Basini, caught stealing by his fellow pupils, triggers psychologi-

cal and behavioral models among the boys—whether as perpetrator, vic-

tim or observer of the abuse—that each seems inevitably to accept and 
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adopt. In other works, like Rainer Maria Rilke’s tale “Die Turnstunde” 

(1902), where the protagonist finds unexpected strength to climb to the 

top of the gym ropes before plunging to the floor, or Hermann Hesse’s 

novel Unterm Rad (1906), where the official cause of Hans Gieben-

rath’s drowning is left unexplained, characters, oppressed by a school sys-

tem that pars pro toto represents broader society, find their only escape 

route or act of defiance in death. Dieter Schlenstedt accurately recog-

nizes these denouements as a paradoxical form of self-realization through 

self-destruction.31

Blame for such a tragic end does not lie solely, however, with the 

school, as Marie von Ebner-Eschenbach’s Der Vorzugschüler (1901) 

reveals. At the very moment the protagonist jumps into the river and 

drowns, his father is revealed pleading with the school’s headmaster 

to recognize the boy’s aptitude. While offering reassurance that every 

teacher appreciates the boy’s scholastic effort, the Reform-influenced 

headmaster in turn attempts to manage parental expectations in a manner 

atypical for the genre at the time, warning (prophetically, as the reader 

knows) that overstretching such a pupil will destroy him.32

Primarily, it is the pupil figures who prove the ultimate victims of strict 

societal expectations and moral codes, and Dieter Schlenstedt’s interpreta-

tion of these works as “Elegien,” characterized by the reader’s sympathy 

for the suffering child, is typical of the stance adopted by GDR literary 

critics.33 As early as 1919, however, Theodor Adorno, then aged only six-

teen, criticized writers for establishing a good-evil paradigm in which teach-

ers were considered inherently sadistic, arguing instead that the external 

factors of their environment made them, and their pupils, the people they 

became and established an inevitably antagonistic relationship between the 

two groups.34 Heinrich Mann’s Professor Unrat (1905) illustrates this posi-

tion in its portrayal of the teacher destroyed for not adhering to the role 

demanded of him by society. Joseph von Sternberg’s film adaptation Der 

blaue Engel/The Blue Angel (1930), in which Marlene Dietrich famously 

upstaged her leading man with her portrayal of nightclub singer Lola Lola, 

brought Mann’s story to the attention of an international audience. The 

film generated a long-lasting fascination for the authoritarian teacher’s 

personal and professional disintegration as a result of his relationship with 

Dietrich’s character. It largely overlooks, however, the sharp societal cri-

tique of the original novel, which Mann had pointedly subtitled oder Das 

Ende eines Tyrannen. Mann’s protagonist does not escape his miserable life 

through death, as in the film version, but must face the permanent igno-

miny of public humiliation. While the destruction of his personal moral 

integrity, already twisted by the prevailing societal code, makes him a figure 

of ridicule, his downfall throws into sharp relief the intransigence of those 

societal values and institutions that have formed him.
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Within these early works, writers portray how formal schooling—

both as a means of education and as a microcosmic reflection of pre-

vailing morality and social norms—plays a key role in the formation 

of the characters portrayed, much as Humboldt had contended more 

than a century before. Each work provides a stinging critique of the 

school system and the society that produced it, demonstrating the dan-

ger of favoring Erziehung over Bildung, as Humboldt had recognized. 

Any initial potential of the main characters to become rounded, posi-

tive human beings is subverted, indeed destroyed, by their experience 

within the formal school system. The texts represent a rejection of the 

military values suffusing a boarding-school system designed—in an age 

when universal education was not the norm—to educate, and replicate, 

its national elite.35

Yet these works also demonstrate a wider engagement with the world 

of the child and adolescent, driven equally by the Reformpädagogik 

movement and growing interest in psychology and the work of Sigmund 

Freud and Carl Jung. Despite Anna Stiepel’s recognition that school nov-

els exist in various national literatures,36 no other traditions during this 

period appear to be more critical of the damage inflicted on the young 

by the school system than those within the German-speaking world.37 

Indeed, a century later many of these novels continue to shock with the 

bitterness of their critique and overt exploration of topics such as cruelty, 

pedophilia, and sadomasochism.

The end of the First World War, and with it the end of the Wil-

helmine and Austro-Hungarian empires, moved the focus of literary 

interest away from such privileged educational establishments. Within 

the GDR, only a tacit, if differentiated, acknowledgment of the school 

novel of the early decades of the twentieth century remained. In offi-

cial discourse, the term “Schulroman” retained largely negative conno-

tations and was often used dismissively by both cultural politicians and 

writers themselves. That said, an intriguing, recognizable subset of school 

novels, perhaps overenthusiastically categorized by Helga and Manfred 

Neumann as a “Genre Schulkritik” did emerge briefly in the GDR in the 

late 1970s.38 Although limited in both number and quality, and written 

within a very different societal context, these novels can be regarded as a 

muted response to those of the early twentieth century in their renewed 

critique of the educational values promoted by the school system. Much 

more significantly, however, the ghost of these early-twentieth-century 

novels is resurrected in the final decade of the GDR, as the presence of 

unwarranted sexual advances, this time within the context of a universal 

school system founded on principles of democratic and egalitarian educa-

tion, once more becomes an important, if infrequent, subject of literary 

treatment in the 1980s.
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New Educational and Cultural Discourses

Without doubt, the school novels of the early twentieth century provide 

an important cultural yardstick for later representations of educational 

institutions and values within German-language literature, even in the 

GDR, where the ideological backdrop differed fundamentally. The 

imperial structures of the early twentieth century sought above all to 

maintain the status quo and consolidate power in the hands of the edu-

cated few, while the GDR declared its intentions, particularly in the early 

decades of its existence, to bring about the transformation of individual 

citizens and society as a whole. For forty years, as part of this broader 

strategy, both GDR cultural and educational policy played a pivotal role 

in shaping how people at home and abroad understood national efforts 

to establish a socialist state on German soil. As a result, the processes of 

transformation and education permeated a broad spectrum of literature 

within the GDR well beyond the school novel. Indeed, these themes 

were taken up by writers even before Goethe’s Bildungsroman was offi-

cially adopted as the natural precursor to an explicitly socialist form, 

and they continued to be critically explored, even as the GDR’s literary 

output became more diverse.

Focusing on this early postwar period in his discussion of the bal-

ance of power between Germans and Western Allies, Jaimey Fisher argues 

that “at a time when the Allies subverted German sovereignty on nearly 

everything . . . reeducation became a site at which Germans could make 

a determined last stand in defense of traditional German culture.”39 This 

stood in stark contrast to the situation in the SBZ, where Soviet models 

of education rapidly prevailed. GDR teachers and writers became officially 

responsible for demonstrating the superiority of this Soviet-driven social-

ist alternative, infusing pupils and readers alike with a commitment to the 

emerging state, and providing persuasive role models of der neue Mensch 

each literary character and actual reader was challenged to become. The 

literary portrayals of formal and informal educational domains, char-

acters, and processes do not, however, simply serve as a mirror of the 

broader societal expectations placed upon teachers and writers within the 

GDR. David Bathrick rightly argues that any literary analysis of GDR 

texts should “focus on the discursive framework of literary and cultural 

life within East Germany and its relation to the struggles of a number 

of literary and cultural intellectuals to open up alternative spaces within 

that framework.”40 The current volume takes this process a step fur-

ther. Appreciating the interplay between cultural and educational policy 

throughout the lifetime of the country facilitates a more nuanced explora-

tion of how individual GDR writers came to engage with, and respond to, 

the role of teacher and mentor accorded them by politicians and the read-

ing public alike. Any analysis of the changing portrayal of transformation 
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and education within GDR literature must also consider more closely the 

changing relationship of educational and cultural politicians, writers, and 

their readership across the country’s forty-year history. As teachers and 

writers were essentially accorded the same societal task, literary portrayals 

of teachers quickly became coded explorations of the role of the writer in 

society.

The German political and cultural scene in the period between 

1945 and 1949 when Germany was divided into four occupation zones, 

each overseen by one of the Allied powers, was characterized by extreme 

fluidity. As a result, works from this period by writers who later moved 

from the Soviet Zone to the Western zones or to their subsequent 

reconfiguration as the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG) could still 

have a significant impact on the development of a distinctive creative 

identity in the GDR and deserve attention. Any broader study of GDR 

literature beyond 1949, however, is inevitably challenged by discourses 

of inclusion and exclusion.41 Consequently, I have adopted a necessarily 

narrow interpretation of GDR literature as covering works written after 

the foundation of, and within, the state; works published in the SBZ 

thus form a type of proto-GDR literature. In 1984, the Leipzig writer 

Erich Loest—by then living in the West—fruitfully identified “vier 

Arten der DDR-Literatur”: conformist literature largely ignored by the 

West; committed, relatively critical literature published equally in East 

and West; literature written in the East but published only in the West; 

and literature written and published in the West by writers who had fled 

or were banned from the GDR.42

Place of publication is particularly important for the current study, 

as the impact on ordinary citizens within the GDR of individual exam-

ples from Loest’s third and fourth categories of literature was necessarily 

limited. These works, only accessible through Western connections, were 

inevitably subject to different influences, publishing conditions, and criti-

cal receptions. While the authors might still seek to speak to their origi-

nal community of readers, this readership could, in such circumstances, 

no longer be guaranteed.43 In fact, a determination to remain within the 

country is characteristic of all the writers considered in this volume. This 

resolve is not unsurprising. T. J. Reed emphasizes that “critical literature 

in the GDR was never in principle dissident literature . . . virtually to the 

end of the GDR, writers had a critical commitment to the society . . . 

what made them appear as dissidents was the Party’s refusal to listen.”44 

Since 1990, some writers such as Günter de Bruyn have openly engaged 

with the dilemma this position presented: “Kritische Bücher wollte ich 

schreiben, aber die sollten in der DDR gedruckt und gelesen werden kön-

nen.”45 Others, like Hermann Kant, never contemplated leaving, or, as 

Christa Wolf had already acknowledged in her own case, could not face 

the traumatic loss of a second Heimat, despite the double bind such a 
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decision inevitably created: “Ich denke, nie mehr würde ich woanders 

heimisch fühlen können, wenn ich hier wegginge. Und ich frage mich, 

wie hoch der Preis unter Umständen wäre, den ich für dieses Heimatge-

fühl zu zahlen bereit wäre.”46

Inevitably, Loest’s first two categories—conformist and more critical 

works published in the GDR by authors who chose to remain—exercised 

far greater influence on the possible transformation and education of the 

ordinary reader in the GDR. Committed to the pedagogical and ideo-

logical ideals of the state, if not their subsequent implementation, these 

writers continued to find sufficient favor with the GDR authorities to be 

published there and so form a core element of the literature to which a 

GDR readership had direct, if not always immediate, access. Following 

Reed, works in these categories that draw more directly on educational 

settings as a backdrop to discuss broader societal issues do not represent 

a mistrust or rejection of the fundamental values the education system 

purports to promote (unlike the pre-1918 school novels that critiqued 

the very values on which the education system was founded47). Instead, 

they question whether the established or emerging infrastructures sup-

port and facilitate the expression of fundamental and officially promoted 

societal values in which the writers believe. Despite increasing diversity of 

form from the 1960s onward, each in some way proves also a response 

to the main officially sanctioned novel form of the 1950s—the socialist 

Bildungs roman—and the heritage of Goethe and Humboldt.

In recognition of the expansion and extension of formal education 

in the postwar period, such novels address not only education within the 

school sphere but also tertiary education.48 They equally explore edu-

cational processes that take place beyond formal institutions. The value 

placed on the workplace as a place of learning alongside, or even instead 

of, the classroom is core to the State’s determination to replace what it 

perceived as outdated bourgeois views with those of the working class. 

Nonetheless, as we will see, traditional patterns of education were fre-

quently used by writers to question whether new modes of learning had 

emerged from such new learning environments, and the depiction of dis-

tinct subject teachers was equally exploited to challenge the integrity of 

the broader education system.

Structuring the Educational, 
Cultural, and Literary Discussion

Ute Wölfel’s study of literary production in the GDR adopts the frame 

of a Bourdieu-inspired literary field, in which writers and their works can 

only be understood within a broader network of interrelated and inter-

acting participants, institutions, and political, cultural, and aesthetic 
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positions.49 Likewise, the current volume is based on the hypothesis that 

a closer exploration of the portrayal of transformation and educational 

processes within GDR literature will uncover how educational and cul-

tural policy and policy making were inextricably interwoven throughout 

the forty years of the country’s existence. From a very early stage in the 

development of a national literature based on publicly stated cultural tra-

ditions, writers began to exploit the educational paradigm not only to 

engage critically with educational and school-specific issues but also to 

explore interpersonal relationships, societal values, and the types of meri-

tocracy in operation both inside and beyond the formal educational envi-

ronment. As a result, each of the chapters within this volume opens with 

an exploration of the broader educational and cultural policy concerns 

providing the backdrop against which the individual literary works are 

discussed. In particular, the volume seeks to understand how, well beyond 

the period of its official primacy as a literary model, the conscious or 

unconscious exploitation of the form and narrative norms of the socialist 

Bildungsroman enabled writers to explore the changing nature of their 

relationship to their readership and the very role literature itself played in 

contemporary society.

While drawing on a breadth of novels and other prose forms in build-

ing a picture of the portrayal of educational processes within the forty-

year history of the GDR, the range of works discussed in more detail 

within each chapter intentionally varies. Early chapters reflect the diverse 

narrative forms adopted by writers in the early postwar years and reveal 

how in the 1950s, even within the favored rubric of the industrial novel 

(Betriebsroman), varying stylistic and thematic approaches toward issues 

of transformation and education could be accommodated. Later chapters 

focus, in contrast, on a small number of key works; this is an acknowledg-

ment that the more nuanced critique of GDR society undertaken by later 

writers demands closer textual analysis of the role education in its many 

forms plays. The aim is not to treat literature simply as a sociocultural lens 

on the society that produces it. Instead, developing an understanding of 

those representations of educational transformation that are most explic-

itly linked to formal and informal educational settings will prove central 

to an aesthetic appreciation of GDR literature more broadly. Within the 

chapters that follow, differences in the literary field East and West are 

highlighted where this may explain particular aspects of GDR cultural 

politics. For example, John Farrell, in his volume on authorial intention, 

discusses how Roland Barthes’s 1968 essay, “The Death of the Author,” 

generated a new critical focus in the West on the literary text and its 

readership, whereby “authorship as a respectable concept was set out of 

bounds and has never fully recovered.”50 In contrast, efforts by the GDR 

authorities to minimize the impact of individual authors as autonomous 

cultural figures were repeatedly challenged by writers drawing on the 
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traditions of Brecht and Seghers; indeed, 1968 also marked the very year 

that Christa Wolf would emphasize the centrality of authorial intention 

and individual subjectivity in literary production, thus providing a coun-

ter both to Barthes and to contemporary trends in GDR cultural politics.

Within the imaginary worlds they create, the writers under discus-

sion draw literally and metaphorically on portrayals of changing educa-

tion processes, teacher-pupil relationships, and cultures of success and 

reward in their critique of practices within the public and private spheres. 

Given the strong educational mandate afforded writers by the state from 

the outset, no study of transformation and education in the country’s 

literature would be complete without examining more closely the impact 

of parallel processes in the narrative approaches adopted and the societal 

function afforded writers and forged by them. Such an approach sheds 

light upon ever-deepening tensions, as those involved sought to negoti-

ate the competing demands of reader reception and authorial intention, 

underpinned to a greater or lesser extent by cultural-political agendas.

The Narrative and Cultural Policy Triangles

Triangular models have long been used within the study of literary form. 

As early as 350 BCE, Aristotle’s Rhetoric explores the interplay of ethos, 

logos, and pathos in the successful development of persuasive argument, 

while—in Technik des Dramas (1863)—Gustav Freytag exploits the pyra-

mid to represent the structural framework of dramatic tragedy. Georgina 

Paul also highlights the frequency of plot triangulation within GDR lit-

erature of the 1960s, citing “the plot device of situating a young woman 

between two significant alternatives in her choice of love relationship,”51 

although, like Hans-Jürgen Steinmann’s Die größere Liebe, discussed later 

in this volume, Günter de Bruyn’s Buridans Esel (1968) famously proves 

this gendered model is occasionally reversed. Beyond the text, and as 

part of the movement toward a greater focus on the reader in literary 

research, Hans Robert Jauß spoke at his inaugural lecture at the Univer-

sity of Constance in 1967 of the “Dreieck von Autor, Werk und Publi-

kum.” For Jauß, the reader was not simply a passive final link in a chain 

reaction but a dynamic “geschichtsbildende Energie.”52 By 1972, Jauß’s 

colleague, Wolfgang Iser, had developed the concept of the implicit 

reader, which, coupled with Wayne Booth’s attention a decade earlier to 

the implied author and the postulated reader, opened up the exploration 

of “text-internal” aspects of reception.53 Admittedly, Carol Anne Costa-

bile-Heming argues that Jauß’s and Iser’s subsequent work on reception 

theory gained little foothold in the GDR, not least as contemporary GDR 

publishing practices stood “in sharp contrast to the theoretical application 

of reception theories.”54 Nonetheless, Thomas C. Fox rightly points out 

that Iser’s “idea that a text encodes a perfect reader (and hence a ‘correct’ 
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way of reading) is an intriguing concept for a censored literature.”55 

Indeed, Fox hypothesizes that reception theory might after all offer a 

useful heuristic to approaching the study of GDR literature from today’s 

standpoint, not least in better understanding differing cultural responses 

to individual works.56 In his volume Buch und Lesen, the first comprehen-

sive study of broader reading practices in the GDR, Dieter Löffler argues 

that, for a GDR readership, literature had “eine enorme Bedeutung 

für die Konstitution eines Lebensgefühls jenseits der die Öffentlichkeit 

beherrschenden Propaganda.”57 Including comparisons where possible 

with the Federal Republic, he draws on a range of sources such as library 

statistics and reader surveys in his attempt to gauge more accurately the 

popularity of individual titles. Although there are significant challenges in 

evidencing reading practices in the GDR beyond limited official statistics, 

the potentially changing dynamic of work, author, and reader (whether 

real or implied) in a literature that from its inception claims a pedagogical 

role certainly merits closer attention.

This volume, therefore, explores in more detail how such “text-

external” relations between the author, the creative work, and the extant 

(i.e., “real”) reader and “text-internal” relations between the narrator, 

protagonists—particularly, diverse mentor and protégé(e) figures—and 

the implied reader are equally subject to recognizably shifting alignments 

across the individual works examined. In order to illustrate the changing 

dynamics of such narrative constellations more clearly, this study incorpo-

rates the use of a narrative-triangle paradigm (see figure I.1) that simul-

taneously portrays text-internal and text-external relations and highlights 

changing patterns of authorial intention.

The narrative triangle reflects, at its base, the starting point or stance 

from which the process of transformation and/or education portrayed 

within the literary work can begin. Its central axis identifies both the 

nature of the journey the protagonist will undertake—either as protégé(e) 

or, in some cases, as mentor—and the alignment of this journey with 

the societal/individual goal stated at the apex of the triangle. The left 

side focuses upon text-internal relations between the narrator, protago-

nists, and implied reader; the right side focuses upon text-external rela-

tions between the author, the creative work, and the extant reader. As 

will become clear in the course of this volume, the relative distances 

between each of these elements on either side, and indeed their proxim-

ity to the core of the triangle itself, vary as a result of changing cultural-

political factors. On the left side in particular, a multitude of different 

narrator, mentor, protégé(e), and even implied-reader types will become 

identifiable as writers explore with greater critical complexity the realms 

of transformation and education, the sites and representatives of formal 

and informal educational processes, and the impact of educational and 

cultural policy on both the individuals and society portrayed. For ease,
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Figure I.1. Narrative triangle paradigm

appendix A provides a summary of text-internal functions, appendix B of 

text-external functions, with a range of examples.

Particularly up to the mid-1970s, the educational patterns depicted 

within literary works were also mirrored in GDR cultural and political dis-

course. In chapters 1 to 3, and in reduced form in chapter 4, therefore, a 

subsidiary “cultural-policy” triangle (see figure I.2) illustrates the chang-

ing relations between domestic and foreign political powers, cultural poli-

ticians, writers, and, even at times, the reading public.

The cultural-policy triangle brings to the fore those tensions between 

creative and party-political interpretations of societal and individual goals 

within the GDR that ultimately pushed many authors to leave the coun-

try and left others living a form of inner exile. Such writers withdrew as 

much as possible from cultural-political life to concentrate on their cre-

ative work, without ever abandoning their ideological commitment to 

shared societal goals.

An analysis of the changing nature of the narrative triangle presented 

in each chapter reveals that even the narrative models adopted in GDR 

literature of the 1950s and early 1960s are more complex than previ-

ously supposed. Examining how these narrative models are then adapted 

at different stages in the development of GDR literature uncovers how 

writers used their work to explore new spaces for individual personal 

development and to portray individual characters seeking opportunities
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